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After three years of intense work,
the members of EYESHOTS* have
made progress in controlling the
interaction between vision and
movement, and as a result have
designed an advanced threedimensional visual system
synchronized with robotic arms
which could allow robots to observe
and be aware of their surroundings
and also remember the contents of
those images in order to act
accordingly.
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Used Industrial Robots — Fully warranted, used
ABB robots from the original manufacturer
www.abb.com/robotics
Parallax robotic kits — Programmable robots,
sensors accessories and robotic softwares
www.generationrobots.com
Eurofins MWG Operon — Visit our NGS Expert
Blog. Discuss news, surveys, research and more!
Blog.NGS-expert.com
Robotic Design Newsletter — Articles, News,
Tech Papers, Videos Free, Subscribe Now
EEJournal.com

Robots That Do The Chores
Computational Neuroscientists And Engineers
Build Robot That Teaches Itself To Walk Up And
Down Hills
Young Inventors' Firefighting Robots Are More
than Just Fun Toys

modul-/standardization & reuse in plant building
industry
st.gallen.ch/portrait.asp?Id=25493

Architect of $930
mln Ponzi scheme
gets 20-year term

Email or share this story:

CNS & Neuro. Drug Targets — Online & Print
Journal, Imp.F: 4.7 For Updated Reviews &
Research
www.benthamscience.com

Ex-Primary Global
executive pleads
guilty

Story Source:
The above story is reprinted (with editorial adaptations by
ScienceDaily staff) from materials provided by Asociación
RUVID, via AlphaGalileo.
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Robotic Bugs
Researchers have developed a
flexible, sensor-laden artificial
antenna to help a robotic "bug" move
and navigate just like the common
cockroach. The. ... > full story

* EYESHOTS (Heterogeneous 3-D Visual Perception Across
Fragments)
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Applying Neuroscience to Robot Vision
ScienceDaily (May 16, 2011) — Scientists have
attempted to replicate human attributes and
abilities such as detailed vision, spatial perception
and object grasping in robots.
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